Provider Lookup allows an unlimited number of internal and external symplr Provider system users real-time access to your data through the web. This web-based module provides the most flexible and robust way to distribute data to a variety of audiences—while maintaining complete control over your data.

With intelligent security, a query is built and tied to a user group. This query acts as a filter to select which providers are available for viewing. With symplr Provider security, you control the data to be viewed for those filtered providers. Users can view provider information based on their permissions using an ID and password.

- Each user is assigned an ID and password ensuring strong levels of security.
- The system administrator may design a query that filters physicians for each user group. When a user logs in with their distinct ID and password, the query is run.
- symplr Provider’s security gives you complete control over what data on those provider records may be viewed.
- Search by the standard list of search criteria or by the universal search option which allows searching by virtually any provider’s specific piece of data.
- Instantly view details about the provider searched.
- Questions and comments can be submitted by easily accessing a free form text field. Comment(s) will appear in a designated users’ task manager inbox in the symplr Provider system.
- Graphics can incorporate your organization’s style sheet.
- Scanning, an add-on module, is required to attach images to all symplr Provider web products.